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April, 7th 2010

Dear Editorial Production Team,

Please find attached the revised version of our manuscript entitled ‘Dosage effect on uropathogenic
Escherichia coli anti-adhesion activity in urine following consumption of cranberry powder
standardized for proanthocyanidin content: a multicenter study’ by AB Howell, et al.

We hope the revised version will be suitable for being published BMC Infectious Diseases.

Your sincerely.

Jean-Philippe Lavigne, MD, PhD
On the behalf of the co-authors

CONSULTATIONS SUR RENDEZ-VOUS : +33 (0) 466.68.32.38

Replies to Editorial Production Team’s comments:
Formatting changes to be made:
----------------------------Major revisions (we require the author to make these changes)
Author list: the list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the
submission system, both in style and order. The preferred style is 'First name Initial Last name' (e.g.
Joe F Bloggs). Currently they do not match.: We corrected this point.
Authors' contributions: Please indicate that all authors read and approved the final manuscript.:
We added this sentence.
Tables: tables should fit into an A4 portrait page (maximum size 176mm x 230mm):
We re-orientate the table to fit this size.
Tables: we are unable to display shading and colours within the tables. Can we therefore ask you to
use another method of highlighting the shaded text e.g. by making it bold. : We modified the
Tables.
Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your
manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)
Affiliations: Please remember to include the city in the affiliation details.: We included all the city
names
List of abbreviations: Please rename this section 'Abbreviations'. : We modified the tittle of the
section.
Figures: It is important for the final layout of the manuscript that the figures are cropped as closely
as possible to minimise white space around the image. : We sent you a new figure in .tiff
Figures: Please ensure all mention of figures is consistent (it should be Figure or Fig but not a
mixture of both).
Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors
and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript,
and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.: We cheked the manuscript.
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